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Integration of information security and
network data mining technology in the

era of big data

Lu Li1

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to apply data mining technology to effectively analyze
and process these data and find valuable information that can help the decision and understand-
ing. In the paper, privacy preserving algorithm to data mining is studied, and the methods of
classification of privacy preserving algorithm for existing data mining are introduced. In addition,
the existing algorithms are summarized from the perspective of data processing technology, and
the algorithm is evaluated and analyzed with the given criteria. Moreover, a privacy preserving
mining algorithm for frequent patterns based on the increase of noise is put forward, which solves
two key problems: the noise increase and transaction noise in the way of the noise generated. At
last, an experiment is designed to verify the effectiveness of privacy preserving algorithm facing
frequent pattern mining proposed by this paper. And in the same experimental platform, the time
and space efficiency of privacy preserving based on frequent pattern mining in data cleaning are
compared. The experimental results and comparative analysis show that the the privacy preserving
system has good performance. In conclusion, the effectiveness of the system is verified and it can
be used in the protection of information security.
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1. Introduction

Various privacy preserving techniques are gradually applied to various branches
of data mining, including classification, clustering, association rule mining and so
on. A lot of ways to protect the sensitive information have been put forward. But
no matter which way is used to protect the privacy, it will produce different degrees
of damage to the quality of data [1]. As a result, in the privacy preserving, we must
consider the impact of mining results. To ensure the correctness and effectiveness of
the mining results is the ultimate goal of the mining, and the privacy preserving is
the needs of the data provider [2], which should be considered.

This paper introduces several classification standards of privacy preserving al-
gorithm for data mining. In addition, from the point of view of data processing
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technology, the typical algorithms of data mining privacy preserving are introduced
in detail, the advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm are analyzed, and the
evaluation standard of privacy preserving algorithm for data mining is put forward.
What is more, the privacy preserving algorithm for frequent pattern mining is dis-
cussed with great attention. On this basis, the method for increasing the noise is
introduced into the frequent pattern mining privacy preserving, noise data genera-
tion is illustrated in details, and the experimental verification is carried out. The
experimental results showed that this algorithm can effectively improve the efficiency
of privacy preserving algorithm for frequent pattern model mining.

2. Materials and methods

First of all, the classification of privacy preserving algorithms for data mining is
introduced, and then, from the data processing technology, the privacy preserving
algorithm facing data mining of the current typical collective data set is analyzed.

2.1. Privacy preserving techniques and algorithm analysis
for data mining

The existing privacy preserving algorithms for data mining can be classified from
the aspects of data distribution, data processing technology, data mining algorithm,
privacy preserving object and so on angles.

According to the different data storage methods, the data set used for data min-
ing can be divided into centralized data and distributed data. The distributed data
can be divided into two levels: horizontal distribution and vertical distribution. The
horizontal distribution refers to the distribution of data in different sites in accor-
dance with records, and the vertical distribution indicates the distribution of data
n different sites according to the properties [3]. The privacy preserving algorithm
based on data mining can be classified according to the different data storage meth-
ods. In this paper, the studied algorithm is the centralized data privacy preserving
algorithm.

The privacy preserving algorithm based on data mining can also be classified ac-
cording to different data processing methods, such as data cleaning, data conversion,
data block, data encryption, data anonymity and so on.

Different privacy preserving algorithms are suitable for different data mining
tasks. For instance, some privacy preserving algorithms are suitable for classifica-
tion, some are suitable for clustering, while some are generally suitable for both
classification and clustering [4]. The privacy preserving algorithm based on data
mining can be classified according to the application problems.

According to the privacy preserving objects, privacy preserving algorithms for
data mining can be divided into the following two categories. One category is the
objects of privacy preserving with the sensitive data in the data source, the other is
the objects of privacy preserving with the implied sensitive knowledge in the data
source.
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2.2. Data mining privacy preserving based on data cleaning

Based on the idea of data cleaning, Oliveria and so on scholars proposed a series of
privacy preserving association rule mining algorithms. The SWA algorithm realizes
the purpose of privacy preserving by deleting some data. Specifically, the solution
of the problem can be described as follows: if there are the two sides of cooperation
A and B [5]. A has the transaction data set, and B desires to mine the association
rules. The problem is that if A doesn’t want B to dig out some rules, then A needs
to implement a number of techniques, and the preserved rules are called sensitive
rules.

The SWA algorithm involves three basic concepts: sensitive rules, sensitive mod-
els and sensitive transactions. Sensitive rules refer to a collection of association rules
that are necessary to be hidden in the original data set. Sensitive patterns can also
be called sensitive frequent item sets, which refer to all of the frequent item sets set
mined out from it, supporting the frequent item sets of the sensitive rules. Sensitive
transactions are transaction records that contain sensitive patterns in the original
database [6].

2.3. Data mining privacy preserving based on data encryp-
tion

Medical researchers may not have the expertise to analyze the data, and its
software and hardware facilities are not complete. For a large number of medical
data, they can only not analyze or looking for professionals to analyze. No analysis of
data will result in a waste of data resources, and professional analysis has a potential
security problem. Using increasing noise method or data cleaning method, it will
reduce the accuracy of results, so these two kinds of methods are not suitable for
medical data sets. The reason is that the medical field has a high requirement on
security of data and accuracy of results. While the use of data encryption method
can just avoid this problem.

In this paper, a data set encryption algorithm is proposed to protect the pri-
vacy information. Medical data can be generally divided into digital data, character
data, time data, and image data these four kinds. As a result, it is possible to make
encryption of data of different types by defining a set of reversible conversion rules.
Symbol f1 refers to the conversion function of digital data, f2 indicates the conver-
sion function of character data, f3 suggests the conversion function of time data, and
f4 represents the conversion function of image data. Then, the new table is built
according to the old table structure by using the conversion rules, and then the con-
tent of the old table is converted into the new table according to the transformation
rule, and the new data set is generated. Medical research institutions only transfer
the encrypted data set for the data analysis professionals. The data analysis profes-
sionals make data mining of the encrypted data table, and then the mined results
are returned back to the medical scientific research institutions. Medical research
institutions only need to convert the results into the initial stage in accordance with
reverse conversion, and then they can get the meaningful results.
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2.4. Privacy preserving algorithm for frequent pattern min-
ing

The knowledge discovered by data mining can be used not only for derivation of
sensitive information from non-sensitive information, but the knowledge itself may
be the sensitive information related to national security, business secrets, personal
privacy and so on. If data mining technology is abused by some malicious users, it
will pose a threat to privacy and information security in the data sharing.

Based on some existing research ideas, this paper focuses on how to protect the
hidden knowledge information in the original data set. The basic research idea is:
before the release of the data set, in advance, make change processing of the original
data set, so as to prevent the leakage of these sensitive knowledge. However, trans-
forming the original data set will inevitably distort some non-sensitive information,
and the true extent of them will be influenced. Thus, it will make misleading for the
data receiver, especially for some important non-sensitive information. The purpose
of this paper is to reduce the side effects of the knowledge information as much as
possible in the change processing of the original data set, and focus on the privacy
preserving in the mining of frequent patterns.

As a basic research in data mining, frequent pattern mining has its application
value in data mining, such as association rule mining, feature extraction, data clas-
sification and clustering. At the same time, frequent pattern itself is an effective
means of knowledge expression. The objective for studying the frequent pattern
privacy preserving is, without disclosing sensitive patterns, to preserve non-sensitive
patterns as much as possible in the data retention, especially some non-sensitive
patterns containing important information. And it aims at improving the usability
of the data set, which can identify the non-sensitive patterns containing important
information by using frequent pattern mining.

Figure 1 shows the flow of processing the original data set to get the result data
set.

The original data set contains all the frequent patterns, and the result data set
contains only non-sensitive patterns.

First of all, the frequent pattern mining is carried out in the original data set
to get the corresponding set of frequent pattern mining. Data owners, through
the analysis, determine which contains sensitive information in the frequent pattern
mining (called sensitive pattern or private pattern). Then, according to the frequent
pattern mining (some of which are frequent patterns that have been identified as
sensitive pattern by data owners), apply the privacy preserving algorithm to process
the original data set and get a new results data set. As a result, when the results data
set is mined, it will not lead to the leakage of the sensitive pattern in the original data
set. That is to say, even if the attackers do data mining on the results data set, they
cannot find the sensitive patterns in the original data set. At the same time, taking
into account the increase of the usability of the data set, it also requires reducing
the impact of data change on those non sensitive patterns in the original data set
as much as possible, especially some non-sensitive patterns containing important
information, so as to improve the usability of the results data set.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of privacy preserving flow in frequent pattern mining

In order to solve the problem of privacy preserving algorithm for frequent pattern
mining based on data mining, this paper takes the method of increasing noise to
transform the original data set, so as to realize the preserving of sensitive patterns.
That is, by increasing some transaction records to the original data set D, to obtain
the results data set D’.

Because the transaction mode support equals to the number of transactions con-
taining patterns divided by the total number of transactions, it is necessary to hide
the sensitive patterns in the results data set D’. That is, to reduce the support of
the sensitive pattern to be less than the specified support threshold. The following
two ways can be applied: one is to reduce the number of transactions containing
sensitive pattern. The preserving of sensitive patterns based on data cleaning is, by
deleting sensitive items in the transaction containing sensitive patterns, to reduce
the number of transactions that contain sensitive patterns, thereby reducing the
support of sensitive patterns in D’. The second is to increase the total number of
transactions. That is to say, increasing noise transactions in the original data set,
to reduce the support of sensitive patterns, so as to hide the sensitive patterns.

The basic idea of increasing noise sensitive mode preserving is shown below in
Fig. 2.

Firstly, the original data set is performed with frequent pattern mining, obtaining
the sensitive pattern set and release mode set. According to the above pattern set,
appropriate noise transaction is generated. Then, the original data set and noise
data are fused to produce the final results data set D’. Among them, the principle
of increasing the noise transaction should be: to reduce the support of sensitive
patterns in the sensitive pattern set and to reduce the support of the release pattern
in the release pattern set.

In this paper, the core problems that the noise increasing method need to solve
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Fig. 2. Increased noise sensitive mode preserving

are summed up in two aspects. One is to increase the number of noise transactions,
and the other is to generate the noise transaction, that is, which is included in
the noise transactions. The idea to solve the problem of this article is: through
the support of sensitive pattern and privacy preserving threshold set in advance, to
calculate the number of noise transactions needed to increase, and to generate the
noise transactions through the decomposition of the existing non-sensitive patterns.

3. Results

In this chapter, we design and implement a privacy preserving mining algorithm
for frequent pattern mining, which is used to verify the effectiveness and performance
of the new privacy preserving algorithm based on increased noise designed in the
paper. And the privacy preserving algorithm for frequent pattern mining based on
data cleaning on the same platform is realized, the privacy preserving algorithm
for frequent pattern mining based on noise increase is compared in a number of
indicators, and the conclusion is given.

3.1. Experimental flow framework of privacy preserving for
frequent pattern mining

The first stage is to preprocess the original data set, convert the data in the
original data set for the form that the frequent pattern mining needs, and then
apply the typical frequent pattern mining algorithm, according to the given support
threshold, to find all the frequent patterns (frequent item sets), and then randomly
select sensitive pattern set and released pattern set.

The second stage is, based on the results of the first stage (sensitive pattern
set and released pattern set), to apply the privacy preserving algorithm for mining
frequent patterns in the original data set. That is, to apply the privacy preserving
algorithm for frequent patterns based on data cleaning and the privacy preserving
algorithm for frequent pattern based on noise increase for the processing, and get
the final results data set.

The third stage is to verify the results. For the results data set generated in
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the second stage, frequent pattern mining algorithm is used to obtain the frequent
patterns in D’. It also verifies whether the sensitive patterns in the first stage is
hidden, that is, to verify the effectiveness of privacy preserving algorithm in the
second stage.

Specific experimental environment is:
Hardware: Microsoft: IBMX86, CPU Intel T5750 2.00G, Memory: 2G
Software: operating system: Windows XP SP2, developing language is JAVA
Data: the data set in the experiment is generated by IBM data generator accord-

ing to different parameter configuration dynamics.

3.2. Experimental results analysis

We compare the effectiveness and efficiency of the two algorithms through two
groups of experiments. In the experiment, in a given minimum support threshold,
we first of all use the frequent pattern mining algorithm to get all the frequent
patterns in the original data set. And then, from the mining results, we randomly
choose 15 frequent patterns to constitute a sensitive pattern set, and take the rest
non-sensitive patterns as the release pattern set.

In the first set of experiments, we use the support error to measure the effective-
ness of the two algorithms. The support error α is defined as

α =

k∑
i=1

SUPD′(Pi)− SUPD(Pi)

SUPD(Pi)
. (1)

Here, Pi refers to the pattern in the release pattern, SUPD′(Pi) indicates the
support of the pattern Pi in the results data set D’, and SUPD(Pi) suggests the
support of the pattern Pi in the original data set. From the definition of support error
α, the greater the value of α, the greater the impact of the algorithm on the results
data set. In the case of initial data set not changing (the number of transactions in
the data set is 10 thousand), we gradually increase the privacy preserving threshold
to compare the effectiveness of the two algorithms. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 3.

In this set of experiments, we set the minimum support threshold of frequent
pattern mining as 2%, the original data set keeps unchanged, and the privacy pre-
serving threshold is gradually increased from 10% to 30%. It can be seen from the
figure that, for the preserving algorithm of sensitive pattern based on data cleaning,
a smaller threshold means to protect the privacy of sensitive pattern in a higher de-
gree. That is to say, more sensitive transactions are processed. In consequence, the
support degree error is higher. And when the privacy preserving threshold increases
gradually, since that the impact of the results data set on the original data set is
smaller, the support error of two algorithms is gradually approaching.

In the second set of experiments, we compare the efficiency of the two algorithms
by increasing the size of the original data set in the case of the same threshold. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 4.

In this set of experiments, we set the threshold of privacy preserving as 20%, and
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Fig. 3. Comparison of support error under different privacy preserving threshold

Fig. 4. Comparison of algorithm execution time under different original data sets

the minimum support threshold of frequent pattern mining as 1.5%, but the initial
data set is gradually increasing. As can be seen from the figure that, when the orig-
inal data set is the same, the implementation time of privacy preserving algorithm
for frequent patterns mining based on noise increase is less than that of the privacy
preserving algorithm for frequent patterns mining based on data cleaning. With the
gradual increasing of the original data set, the algorithm implementation time of
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privacy preserving algorithm for frequent patterns mining based on data cleaning is
much greater than that of privacy preserving algorithm for frequent patterns mining
based on noise increase.

From the above two experiments, in different experimental conditions, the privacy
preserving algorithm for frequent patterns mining based on noise increase, from
effectiveness, complexity and scalability, is superior to privacy preserving algorithm
for frequent patterns mining based on data cleaning.

4. Conclusion

As a large number of private data or enterprise data are widely collected and an-
alyzed, the application of data mining technology in these data containing sensitive
information may be a threat to the privacy of individuals or businesses. Therefore,
it is very meaningful to study how to deal with privacy preserving for the data sets
applied in different fields of data mining. Based on the existing privacy preserving
algorithm for frequent pattern mining based on data cleaning, a privacy preserving
algorithm for frequent pattern mining is proposed. Compared with the method of
hiding the sensitive patterns by deleting the sensitive items, the algorithm proposed
in this paper can achieve the hiding of sensitive patterns by increasing the noise
transactions. In addition, we design and implement the privacy preserving experi-
ments for frequent pattern mining, and validate the effectiveness and performance of
privacy preserving algorithm for frequent pattern mining based on the noise increase
through experiments.
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